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   The                            The 

   Jewish                              Shroud 

   Tanners                               Of 

   Son                                   Turin 

 

 

 

 

31st January 2014 

 

 

Saint Paul 

Mr Paul V. Cleary 

Wollongong DC, NSW, 2500 

AUSTRALIA 

injesusname@hotmail.com 

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

Dear Pope Francis I 

Vatican City 

Rome 

ITALY 

 

 
BRIEF INTRODUCTION - THE URGENCY FOR YOUR SUPPORT IN A LETTER 

 
I the St Paul - YOURS, TODAY AND EVERYDAY IN CHRIST JESUS 

 

Greetings in Christ Jorge, 

 

Do send my love to all as for those who read this letter and those detailed as attachments 

to this email. 

 

As Mother Angelic on EWTN quotes “What a wonderful thing our Church is, the whole 

thing has been built on trust” I like to add of course “and love” and so from the top down 

through to hospitals and schools, what a wonderful system that has been established and yet 

with our enemies joke of an interference and we are still victorious. 

 

Oh don’t get me wrong as if I am being ignorant to the facts or to presumptuous, for no I 

am being so straight forward and realistic, that, not even a freight train 100km long and out of 

control at top speed could stop us for only we can stop it now, they were so powerful. 

 

 Irish 
               Coat  
                       Of Arms 
 

                                   

            

And Celtic  

           Cross 
 

                                   

 

           

mailto:injesusname@hotmail.com
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So I need a letter, in brief will suffice and immediately by Monday my time, for a more 

formal letter can be drafted and sent by the end of next week. 

 

Read all files attached and you will discover why, for come Monday I either submit to Mr 

Nick Bradford and they place me against my will back in hospital for the last time was on false 

accusations also in 2010 when I started to see light at the end of the tunnel and just after I 

moved from my Mothers care after recovering from a severe spiritual attack and nerves 

breakdown at the hands of the harlot chamuel, yet still attacked daily, it all began in 2004 based 

on a lie to see me admitted to hospital in the first place only to have the medication collapse my 

mind after nine (9) days to then be in a terrible state and have to begin the long fight back to 

both physical health and seriously mental health, I am sure you can appreciate the seriousness 

of the mental side for my fight to date. 

 

The letter need not state that you give me full 100% unhindered support, no, just what 

you understand, along with all that have been involved for US up to date including anything 

such as communication with the trouble making filth chamuel, i.e. The Sun & The Moon or any 

other so called angel of God Most High guiding Vat Central in her walk for the trinity and 

growth. 

 

The formal letter can detail far more if you wish but the initial letter will be enough to 

hold the wolves at bay that are seeking my downfall again only that I should have to fight back.  

 

When last in hospital the coward satun managed to remove Jesus from my heart and what 

pain it was in, I went to sleep thinking I am done for, it is all over, only to wake the next morning 

to my surprise and say out loud “you can’t kill me then hey satun, well I can kill you off now, 

onward Christian soldier no retreat no surrender, no looking back, always striving forward to 

the ultimate goal of a Christ conquered planet, stop me if you can evil realm, stop me if you 

can!”, mind you we worked something spiritual out and of utmost importance about jezebel and 

the heart in this situation, never let an opportunity go by that can serve the greater good, try 

and make anything and everything to serve the Godly. 

 

 
Files Attached and order to be read: 

 Bryan Forbats picture – (he is right side of 19 years old) 

 Bryan Forbat formal letter 

 Last ditch Plea for Help to Bryan 

 The Letter to the family 3 – (Declaring Who I am, which sparked the next IAHS) 

 Hearing Matter IAHS 

 Mental Health, Nick Bradford 

 Kell’s The Lawyers 

 Stephen Burnes – (neither Kell’s or IAHS knew of this information) 

 Wollongong Police – Sergeant Kierse 

 Plea for support to the family 

 Business Cards Front & Back – (am waiting on delivery since Tuesday) 
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I have been in total secrecy, not even our local Bishop Peter Ingham whom I know quite well 

to joke with and in general conversation, he knows not of what I have been up to, same for the 

priests of the local presbytery as I joke and have good discussion with them, always reminding 

them of a huge secret I possess that will be out in the open soon, they are patiently waiting, 

something I certainly have learnt to be is patient and how to store it up. 

 

 Peter remembers my name via way of visualising St Paul, we read his mind, as I told him 

Paul is my patron saint, it was going to be Peter but I changed my mind at the last minute, allah 

is also the chicken, rabbit, horse and mainly the pig, we have a large poultry company here 

named Ingham Chickens, they supply to KFC and yes Peter is killing him off, there are so many 

around the world in various roles in society that they chose to be for support against me but 

fools, we out played them as they are all special. 

 

They believed that we had all fallen, that jezebel had control of everybody but no, for 

when I turned in spirit in 2012 to seriously start fighting for Christ then all turned with me and 

were ready to start picking the cowards off, as I have been born into a sinful world twice now so 

too the following is true for each time “Once I was Saul, but Now I Am Paul” always striving 

daily to be a better stronger Paul. 

 

Believe it, for it is so very true, John Lennon of the Beatles is The John of the Gospels and 

Mother’s Protector, as he was woken many times only to be blocked again in mind that when it 

came to my turn to begin, John was killed as a warning to me that the same fate awaits me if I 

don’t conform to the scaly wag cowards but my mind (15th May 2001 the start of the fight on my 

person and within my spirit) was unblocked completely that made them all to be on the back 

foot on tippy toes and causing apprehension and doubt knowing full well that God knew 

exactly what jezebel was up to, so thus, then jezebel thinking, what else does God know. 

 

I will add back in approximately 1997 with Bishop Phillip Wilson presiding I installed the 

ground floor security system as Cleary Security Services Pty Ltd trading as Cleary Security & 

Electronic Services at the Wollongong Presbytery with some clients knowing of my spiritual 

fight back then, I draw reference to the letter of Stephen Burnes, so when I am out in the open 

there will be past associates who will no doubt come forward to find out just what has happened 

to me for I walked away from the financial trap then to fight on my terms to be on the downhill 

run on the victory road right here now. 

 

Believe me so, I am looking so forward to being within the gardens & walls of Mother 

Church and in control not of you Jorge or Cardinal Edwin F. O’Brien as Pope Paul VII, 

Pontificate 267, but, to see to the final destruction and elimination of the evil realm that they 

now be officially extinct, it was always about their extinction as they wanted and were planning 

of US, for they are so dangerous still even without no power that they can build it up again and 

whilst locked away in sheol, the locked away part in Revelation was just to appease satun that 

he still lived and had a chance to come back so partook of & entertained the unknowing trap, 

for he is so scared of dying himself and thus the following is so, anything that has life is scared 

of losing it. 

 

Please don’t think, how cruel or say that God is or for me to be placed in such a huge risk 

and frightening that it must have been, I would not have taken the risk, not one of US if it was 
not absolutely perfect, and I mean absolute, for all thus said is most certainly very true, it was 
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foreseen that jezebel finds my grandfather Vincent Paul Cleary by chance during WWII in 

France, we could of changed his path in life but no, for it was her plan to eliminate US that was 

the perfect plan to eliminate them, the only thing was, it could not have been conceived from a 

Godly mind but had to have been from a wicked mind and then all who had to return had to be 

of a certain special character that tempted the devils realm in this life that they hated in the 

previous life for if not then what was foreseen would not take place and so the fight goes on 

forevermore, never to end.  

 

I am sure that Jesus still has the view of reinstating you as Pontificate 268 for I have not 

heard of otherwise, he will instruct you Jorge, besides the fact, whilst not our selection you are 

specially planned to be killing the beast of Revelation, stupid as they are, but hey, let them 

think they are in control only to then find out the facts and yet they persist to their own doom to 

believe that they still have a chance, fools, damned fools that they are and so very lucky that we 

all are. 

 

There is four (4) to the Godhead, the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and Love, yet 

Fathers Love is so intense but we have not Love without the Goddess Keminuelle, God of Man 

Formed From the Earth = Strength & Might who is Jesus & Father and God of Woman Spiritually 

Created = Love & Power it is Keminuelle & I. 

 

With Mother and Joseph added, for Mother is the Person/Woman of Grace & Compassion 

and Joseph is Gods Man of Architecture thus design & construct. 

 

Please note; the situation for Keminuelle appearing as stated in the letter to the 

Wollongong Police – Sergeant Kierse. 

 

The grace of Christ Jesus the Lord, the love of God and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit; 

be with you all. 

 

I await your favoured reply Jorge. 

 

 

Take Care, Be Safe and Always Remember,  

 

 

In God We Trust. 

 

 

Yours Truthfully,  

 

 
 
St Paul - The HOLY SPIRIT….!!!! 

 

Conqueror For Christ….!!!! 

Victor For Love….!!!! 
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PS 

Ask yourselves, 

Just exactly were is all this information coming from that I can contantly keep producing, am I 

listening to the loser devil or are Angels, Jesus and God guiding and supplying me, it is 

obviously not the loser devil. 

 

 
So then the obvious is so very true,  

I am at risk, well more than certain, of my souls destruction that will be decreed by Father God 

for causing a whole pack of lies resulting in humans to fall - this goes without question. 

 

 

I AM:  

St Paul the Apostle to the Gentiles, and he who is the Holy SPIRIT 

 

The Person Who Is JEHOVAH  

The God behind the Protestants' 

The Designer of the Woman’s Body and Their Rightful God but not The God their creator. 

 

Woman Are Spiritually Created, the fourth rib, Man being of the dust of the earth. 

 

YAHWEH –  

Father Yussel his personal name, He is God of Israel and He is the Creator of Humanity, The 

God and Only God and I am his brother, we formed side by side.  
 

 

I created this dimension we are in, it is called The Universelus and can house an infinite number 

of Universes within Empty Matter, whilst in each Universe all planets are suspended, in extreme 

brief by the Holy SPIRIT, held together by Dark Energy, there is more to the makeup of Dark 

Energy and Empty Matter and then the other Matter and Energies, these will be made know, 

the exact make up and properties of the Universe when I am free of satun and have clarity with 

God, truly it is not more than a week or two, I certainly can use a little support to help finish my 

fight off but most importantly the letter and the obvious, notify Bishop Ingham being the next 

move and right decision, no one else need know. 

 

 

Ask yourself, exactly what, is the logic here: 

Did God make the Holy SPIRIT to be an entity on his own, why, let us assume that Father is the 

sole Holy SPIRIT in soul meaning I came from him then there is really no need for God to create 

a separate entity as the gift bearer for this then means that Father would be able to control 

everything himself, thus, there is no need for a separate person who is the Holy SPIRIT from his 

SPIRIT, unless God wanted an independent thinking genius of course but no, I am not God from 

God for Jesus is this person who is consider his flesh of flesh and is the only person who can be 

his next of kin to him in right, so his son. 
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England is mine as are All the Celtic Peoples, Caucasians Are Our Initial Creation. 

 

YAHWEH’s Pomp is The Church. 

JEHOVAH's Pomp is The British. 

 

So in short,  

The evil realm are messing with my creation and accusing them of being evil saying that they 

are temptresses causing men to fall when the spineless cowards demons are in them, jezebel 

was in Eve then Adam, she did not know that we knew, satun said to God with me hidden for it 

was foreseen, “Test woman, for if they cause man to fall then I am God of the Woman and 

you are God of Man”. 

 

It always takes two to tango and there is always two sides to every story, you want to dance with 

my creation stupid realm then I’ll make you dance for me at your own peril - You Picked on the 
Wrong Person in Me You Soon Extinct Morons – IT’S PERSONAL – VERY PERSONAL! 

 

 

What God is a God if he does not fight for his creation! 
 

 
Momma’s Immaculate Conception: 

Jesus existed only in spirit, within Fathers soul, all that is, was created for Yeshua, when Mother 

was in her fertile time at the right moment with Father standing over Mary in a garden whilst 

she was resting and dozing within her natural beauty then Father breathed the spirit of Jesus 

into Mother’s stomach that it moved and settled in her worm and fertilised Mother’s egg.   

 

Jesus was created of the Holy SPIRIT that he be of my power, Fathers might and he became 

strength in his own right, for I am so powerful that it made Jesus extra powerful, his Aura was 

pure gold with a deep black spirit to his soul, his body, when on the cross and suffering in 

breathe Yeshua looking down upon all and thought “Why? Why?” thus I was a good person and 

healed you, I taught you, I am your Messiah and Gods Son, “Why”. 

 

So yes, Jesus is a part of me but he is Father’s Image, and Momma of course, I, as the SPIRIT, 

give to those deserving of such special gifts, now Jesus and Father are separate in me, yet still 

me but not for it is now them that they have developed their own Holy SPIRIT from the worship 

that they each receive, likewise is for Keminuelle and Love in each for Kemi has become 

Father’s & Jesus own form of Love in feeling, masculine love as Jesus is masculine grace though 

Mother Mary be the person who is Grace, Woman of Grace but none can have either Love or 

the Holy SPIRIT without Keminuelle & I first to give the gifts, Jesus, Father & Mother and their  

Love is such an Intense Love, Gods far more though, that Kemi & I have to play catch up if you 

like, yet never be able to catch up. 

 
Momma Christos wants me to add for the letter Jorge,  

That she was 17 years of age when she conceived and 18 when Jesus was born, not younger, for 

God would not entrust his son to a little child or a teenager or a little girl for that fact but ensure 

she is a young woman of maturity or in Mothers case a young lady, it grieves her so that some 

believe 12 years of age, this is crazy lies of the evil realm to be pregnant at such a young age, a 
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little girl, a little child in mind and not a young woman, how arrogant and male chauvinistic is 

this attitude to even believe such and to poison the world with the devils lies out of the Church, 

what God as a so called muslims supports child brides and rape as young as 6 years old, and 

you don’t put one and one together for all the paedophilia that the devil is causing in The Gods 

Church and only Church trying to destroy her, what that they aren’t possibly linked, what that 

these cowardice pathetic devils of priests with bodies riddled with demons standing behind 

Our Tabernacle at Gods Alter dressed in shepherds clothing should be allowed to remain 

Priests even after being removed from the Mass, what you don’t see them for exactly what they 

are Ravaging Wolves in Shepherds Clothing so the devil dressed as Christ, seems a lot like 

little red riding hood don’t you think – Shame On You – Shame On You All Who Don’t Have 

Them Excommunicated or Even Hung but God will be their judge, not so, the grave will be for 

that is it for them a grave and that is the end of them, so yes the mongrel lowlife evil realm have 

caused many a soul to fall whilst trying to destroy Our Church so that his slowly grows to be the 

greater, what’s next, the whole world begins to see Jesus as of being of the devil in beelzebub 

and so become muslim now under one so called God and The Trinity is Eliminated, well thank 

you men of the Church without courage for helping satun, allah and jezebel, thank you all so 

very much. 

 

It is one thing to commit these terrible heinous crimes, these despicable acts, this evil against 

children in society, it is a far greater evil to do so in Gods Church, for this is in form of an act of 

war being perpetrated against God as if an evil enemy seeking his death with the intent of his 

Churches destruction. 

 

It is in fact a far greater crime committed than against the child, as terrible as it is, for this evil is 

an evil committed against God himself to his own elimination as is the plan and not evil’s 

elimination that caused it to be left in his house, what, that the evil should be seen as supported 

and the Church uses some excuses that she loses respect thus God loses respect and his rights 

are forgotten. 

 
Judas, 

He sure did betray Jesus but he was setup and deceived in thinking and thought by Momma’s 

brother, who joined jezebel, for Jesus was accused of casting out demons by beelzebub so as 

Jesus did not bring himself down from the cross and with the arrogant pig headed allah moving 

amongst all, his words as was told to me to frighten me “call yourself God Jesus I will show you 

who God is” and thus drove all to the cross so by their own stupidity the thing jezebel 

perfected being the cross and specially for Jesus turned out to be the greatest weapon against 

the evil realm in the form of Love, they destroy themselves. 

 

As Jesus did not bring himself down from the cross, caiaphas said to Momma “see I told you 

your family was evil, your son couldn’t bring himself down from the cross and look who turned 

him in for 30 pieces of Silver” then to Mothers surprise “and it was your brother Jacob who set 

him up to realise the obvious, we knew who he was from the start” Judas was of Mothers Tribe. 
 

 

I will leave you to ponder three (3) parts to the mass, that we of Mother Church say for a 

specific reason; 
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1.  

Glory be to the Father, and to the Son and to the Holy SPIRIT.  As it was in the beginning, is now, 

and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

 

2. 

“Who is” - God - that walked up to Father Abraham - Father Yussel, He Is God. 

“Who was” - God - that walked with his disciples - So The Past Tense in Christ Jesus. 

“Who is to come” - God – that is me walking the earth - The Future Tense in the Holy SPIRIT. 

 

3. 

Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord. – THAT I DO! 

 

 

Further to my support,  

Mr Tom E. Hawker, during lunch today, God enlightened me to the fact that I told many about 

my vision for they played the devils sympathy card to get me to stay, at a guess I would say 20 

to 30, you may search my old customers list for an interview, two main people I can recal is 

Bishop Phillip Wilson and Fr Shaun Cullen who was the go see person in relation to all security 

issue in the Presbytery. 

 

The lower inserted picture is of a person I know quite well so to my Mother, so to Stephen 

Burnes, a former councillor of Shellharbour Mr Tom E. Hawker worked for me at the time of my 

vision and he is a devout Catholic, all his children (5) attended the Catholic education system 

and they life in the area of and attend St Paul’s Church, Albion Park, regularly, so shocked that 

he will be soon when I reveal who I am. 

 

I asked Tom at approximately 8:00 pm this evening if he remembers why I left the business and 

about my vision, without pausing or gasping for a breathe he answered yes immediately, that 

is, not even having to think about it as with Steph it is different, he was too busy to talk after just 

arriving home and wants me to phone him tomorrow at his office after 10 am, I went into detail 

with Tom about it for he was enthralled with what I was saying and even commented “How do 

you know it wasn’t the devil telling you to sell up or something” my reply “for I am stressed, 

under pressure, spiritual things are happening to me that make me worried and I can see that I 

am headed into a trap that I will fall” now besides the obvious Tom “God works wonders and 

miracles through those whom do not conform to the world for satun cannot use them to build his 

system”. 

 

I am sure,  

I also told Tom that I will return and we will see what unfolds for I am sure that I will need his 

help again, well God will need his help was my comment. 

 

I wrote as talking to Tom, immediately in my excitement “He Remembers My Vision!” 

 

 

See picture next page: 
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PSS –  

Facebook Converstation to Date. 

 

This letter, as you can appreciate from all the documents supplied with the email including this 

letter Jorge, is required in my support hence our Facebook correspondence following. 

 
Please note,  

That this document is not to be used for media at this current point in time and all who receive a 

copy must not never ever release this information, for much planning is required yet not to 

forget the hurtful and hateful ramifications of making this document public in particular to 

average everyday peaceful Moslems and those that have bottled up anger who will become 

enraged as a result of information noted on my Facebook pages let alone the violence that will 

result from radical Moslems. 

 

Peace should always be sort and considered as the most desired result, thus the optimum at all 

times for the consideration of the innocent public in particular in Christian Western society and 

those Christians currently suffering oppression in Moslem and other nations. 

 

Bear in mind that this document is a political and media hot patoto. 
 

* 

 
Wednesday 

 
1/29, 7:57pm 

Pope Francis 

May the Peace of the Lord be with you 
 

* 
 

 
1/29, 8:01pm 

Paul Vincent Cleary 

 
Greetings Jorge, 
 

Beloved in Christ,  
 

I forgot to make note as to who Father's choice is for Pope 267, as ideal as it has turned out, and please pass on to 
Paolo not to feel too bad about his error for upon leaving the cafe it was told me that you said, maybe you will be 
Pope one day we will see, it was Jesus and the vision was he fails and it is an Irishman, this I did not mention that all 

our planning leads to the now, so it was meant to be Paolo. 
 
Well I was hoping it be an Irishman but he is only in name for his current training and background in terms of birth 

and the Protestants to bring America together is perfect. 
 
It is to be Cardinal Edwin F. O'Brien so too being a fighter, as he is from the Bronx and the US forces. 

Yes thank you and likewise to you Jorge, typing this current reply on my tablet laying down as you just messaged me. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/pope.francis.1004
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/pope.francis.1004
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
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* 
 

 
1/29, 8:01pm 

Paul Vincent Cleary 

And given the events that are to unfold, Edwin background is perfect. 

 

* 
 

 
1/29, 8:17pm 

Paul Vincent Cleary 

 

Please Jorge,  
 
I can understand your nervousness but do not be of such for I am but still a man yet special that I am, well so special, 

I am looking forward to my power and my deep voice that will make some to shake at the knees if I intend so. 
 
Do tell me, do I have your support for mine is not to demand, will or order change to my own liking and desires in 

Mother Church, no the voice of the most high shall herald this in if not Yeshua himself. 
 

If I have your support I do desire of urgency a letter and most certainly indeed not for the public's viewing for much 
needs to be discussed and organized before the media should get wind of our correspondence thus knowledge of who 
I am besides it is business as normal with you as captain of the unsinkable ship until which time Edwin is appointed. 

 

* 
 
Today 

 
6:07am 

Paul Vincent Cleary 

 
Greetings Jorge, 
 

I am most curious in thinking as to why you did not reply of my request for a letter, it is not and will never be used for 
the media but to remain in secret with my person only available to a select few to read however there is a very good 
reason for it, a very good reason that I feel I must now reveal to you so please I seek your email address that I can 

send you some documents. 
 

Yours today and every day in Christ Jesus, 
 
St Paul  

Conqueror for Christ....!!!!  
Victor for Love....!!!! 
 

Are you a believer in me now Jorge or not so???? 

 
* 
 
Today 

 
6:32am 

https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
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Paul Vincent Cleary 

 
Good Morning Jorge, 

 
6:20 am here, great you are online and no reply to my previous messages as yet, either the answer is no or you are 

busy. 
 
I do seek your email address and am contemplating using Joseph's. 

 
I have no need to lie Jorge, I sincerely love Christ and yet, what to cause my souls destruction in proceeding in my so 
called lie and aid in the fall of humanity. 

 
I have no need to create God's wrath against me to my soul’s eternal pain with the little coward the devil damned in 
sheol for lying and causing trouble to God's Church Jorge. 

 
So your email address thank you Jorge? 
 

Yours today and every day in Christ, 
 
St Paul who is the Holy Spirit 

Conqueror for Christ....!!!!  
Victor for Love....!!!! 
 

You are now off line; I shall read your reply next time. 
 

Peace in Christ. 

 

* 
 

 
6:36am 

Paul Vincent Cleary 

 
"For causing trouble" 

 
The little coward lowlife devil could not simply wait for me to turn up in hades for calling what I'd just have and God 
would hate me for interfering in his Church Jorge, you do understand me here do you not? 

 
"Calling him what I just have" 
 

Typo on the tablet lying in bed 

 

* 
 

 
6:38am 

Pope Francis 

(removed)@yahoo.com 
 

* 
 

 
6:43am 

https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/pope.francis.1004
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
https://www.facebook.com/pope.francis.1004
https://www.facebook.com/paul.v.cleary
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Paul Vincent Cleary 

 
Thank you Sire, it remains in secret with me kind Knight in Black of Christ and his Mighty Jesuits, I shall email you later 

today for I am busy this morning, may you dream of a peaceful world that is to be very soon now and smile for the 

role you have played in it as there has been billions like you, fighters in physical and mental not to forget the 

spiritual. 

 
Good night to you and all in Vat Central, dream of peace all. 

 

* 
 

 
6:44am 
Pope Francis 
Peace be with you 
 

* 
 

 
6:45am 
Paul Vincent Cleary 
And unto you.... 
 
 

****END**** 

 

 

I do not lie, I state the facts based on what I am told and the visions I receive, and I am 

most certainly being deceived by the spineless worms of the evil realm around me so may get 

things wrong a little but will always correct my mistake. 

 

I do not and never will give recognition to evil or classify them as worthy opponents by 

capitalizing words to describe them, I will give evil no heading of authority whatsoever nor to 

even recognize such openly that all can see, no, rather I will let the devil know at all times just 

exactly where he stands with me and it is too his peril, me hunting him down to finish him off 

and not he hunting me, the damned fool is so confused, damned if I do and damned if I don’t, 

meaning, damned if I leave Christian to go out in the world and damned if I don’t for he will kill 

me off staying around him, for you see, he has lost some much trying to get me and even trying 

to stop me, thus kill me, he is dead either way, tempts himself to his own destruction thinking 

he can defeat us and get the lot, he believes his own lies he tells himself let alone the ones I tell 

the mongrel idiot. 

 

The mongrel is in your minds causing you doubt, do not ignore my facts presented or my 

attitude towards the coward devil. 

 

I confront him with head on attack for this is the best form of defence and attack, do not 

be under any false illusion that I could be from him or that he is controlling me the spineless 
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wimp, the little weasel that he is, it causes me to question the motives of those causing me 

trouble and by questioning me from a distance and not face to face to defend myself. 

 
I mean, let us face the facts are there more in the world just like me or will there be 

another just like me, thus, so hell bent on revenge against the evil realm and so bold and 

brave as me saying what I do, do you think God will be forgiving of me or that Jesus will 

be if I am lying, no it is me and only me and I AM exactly Who I Say I AM and Father God 

supports me more than 100%.  

 

Do not be fooled or mistaken for I want the evil spineless cowardice realm dead, all so 

very dead and a completely Christ Conquered World and I will have my way; it is only a matter 

of time. 

 

Thank you, Peace in Christ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

“KURIOS IESOUS CRISTOS” 

 Lord Jesus Christ - in the Greek 

 
! Viva Cristo Rey! 

Long Live Christ the King 
Spoken by a Jesuit Priest before  

Being murdered in Mexico Blessed  
Fr Miguel Augustine Pro  

  

I AM WHO I AM 

For I AM 

The THIRD GOD OF THE TRINITY….!!!! 

The GOD HEAD….!!!! 

 I AM of the GOD MOST HIGH 
Not of the devil MOST LOWEST 


